The committee met on 29 January 2008 at 3:00 pm. Members present: Libby Barlow, Luces Faulkenberry, Nathan Jarvis, Barbara Lewis, Iain Morrison, Lawrence Williams, and Marsha Daly. Guests: none

The Degree Program Committee Members reviewed and approve the following items. Our review led to minor changes including corrections of typographical errors and formatting, addition or deletion of information, and editing of catalog language. All changes were approved by the author of each document.

- UC 9481 07F: ACCT 3371: Accounting Information Systems
- UC 9482 07F: FINA 4310: Behavioral Finance
- UC 9483 07F: FINA 4320: Investment Management
- UC 9484 07F: FINA 4323: Investments and Mutual Fund Management (new course)
- UC 9485 07F: FINA 4326: Private Equity and Investment Banking (new course)
- UC 9486 07F: FINA 4330: Corporate Finance
- UC 9487 07F: FINA 4340: Financial Systems
- UC 9488 07F: FINA 4341: Commercial Bank Management
- UC 9489 07F: FINA 4350: Options and Futures
- UC 9490 07F: FINA 4351: Futures and Swaps
- UC 9491 07F: FINA 4354: Risk Management
- UC 9492 07F: FINA 4355: International Risk Management
- UC 9493 07F: FINA 4356: Insurance Operations
- UC 9494 07F: FINA 4357: Commercial Liability
- UC 9495 07F: FINA 4358: Commercial Property
- UC 9496 07F: FINA 4359: Energy Insurance and risk Management
- UC 9497 07F: FINA 4360: International Financial Management
- UC 9498 07F: FINA 4370: Energy Trading (new course)
- UC 9499 07F: FINA 4371: Energy Value Chain (new course)
- UC 9500 07F: FINA 4372: Upstream Economics
- UC 9501 07F: FINA 4373: Petrochemical and Refining Economics (new course)
- UC 9502 07F: FINA 4375: Economics of Energy
- UC 9503 07F: FINA 4380: Real Estate Financial Analysis
- UC 9504 07F: FINA 4390: Current Issues in Finance
- UC 9505 07F: GENB 2301: Connecting Bauer to Business
- UC 9506 07F: MANA 4310: Behavioral Finance
- UC 9507 07F: MARK 4338: Marketing Research
- UC 9508 07F: MARK 4339: Database Marketing
- UC 9509 07F: MARK 4376: Sales Force Automation
UC 9510 07F: STAT 4365: Business Forecasting
UC 9511 07F: STAT 4381: Quantitative Analysis of Decision Making
UC 9512 07F: STAT 4397: Selected Topics in Statistics
UC 9513 07F: MIS 3300: Introduction to Computers and Management Information Systems
UC 9514 07F: MIS 3369: Information Technology in Organizations
UC 9515 07F: MISC 3370: Information Systems Development Tools
UC 9516 07F: MIS 3371: Transaction Processing Systems I
UC 9517 07F: MIS 3376: Business Database Management Systems
UC 9518 07F: MIS 3380: Systems analysis and Design
UC 9519 07F: MIS 3399: Senior Honors Thesis
UC 9520 07F: MIS 4371: Interactive Systems
UC 9521 07F: MIS 4372: Transaction Processing Systems II
UC 9522 07F: MIS 4374: Information Technology Project Management
UC 9523 07F: MIS 4375: Information Technology Management and Control
UC 9524 07F: MIS 4376: Decision Support Systems and Expert Systems
UC 9525 07F: MIS 4379: Business Systems Consulting
UC 9526 07F: MIS 4380: Multimedia Applications in Business
UC 9527 07F: MIS 4397: Selected topics in Management Information Systems
UC 9528 07F: MIS 4477: Network and Security Infrastructure
UC 9529 07F: MIS 4478: Administration of computer-Based Management Information Systems
UC 9530 07F: SCM 3301: Service and Manufacturing Operations
UC 9531 07F: SCM 4356: Project Operations
UC 9532 07F: SCM 4361: Supply Chain Management
UC 9533 07F: SCM 4362: Enterprise Resource Planning
UC 9534 07F: SCM 4363: Operations in Service Industries
UC 9535 07F: SCM 4366: Distribution and Inventory Management
UC 9536 07F: SCM 4367: Competitive Quality
UC 9537 07F: SCM 4368: Supply Chain Control Systems
UC 9538 07F: SCM 4369: Supply Chain Management Internship
UC 9539 07F: SCM 4388: Production and Logistics Management for Small Business
UC 9540 07F: SCM 4390: Energy Supply Chain
UC 9569 07F: MARK 4398: Special Problems
UC 9570 07F: MIS 4398: Special Problems
UC 9571 07F: MIS 4399: Senior Honors Thesis
UC 9572 07F: SCM 3399: Senior Honors Thesis
UC 9573 07F: SCM 4397: Selected Topics in Supply Chain Management
UC 9574 07F: SCM 4398: Special Problems
UC 9575 07F: SCM 4399: Senior Honors Thesis
UC 9576 07F: STAT 3331: Statistical Analysis for Business Applications I
UC 9577 07F: STAT 3339: Senior Honors Thesis
UC 9578 07F: STAT 4398: Special Problems
UC 9579 07F: STAT 4399: Senior Honors Thesis